Engineering

The Master of Engineering (MR) distance education degree program is designed for students with an undergraduate degree in engineering or a closely related field who wish to pursue a graduate degree in engineering. The program was created to address the needs of students whose schedule or location does not allow on-campus study, working professionals who wish to obtain an advanced degree or those who wish to change fields within engineering.

Convenience and flexibility are the key advantages of this interdisciplinary degree program that can be earned totally at a distance with no GRE, thesis, or final oral exam requirements. The Master of Engineering degree allows students to choose from different subplans from the many disciplines of engineering within the College of Engineering or to design their own degree plans that best meet their career or employment goals.

The program does not offer financial assistance. The Office of Scholarships and Financial Aid (OSFA) assists students in applying for and securing financial assistance for educational expenses. OSFA can help with all questions about financial aid, and guide students to available scholarships, grants, and loans.

Degrees

- Engineering (MR) (http://catalog.ncsu.edu/graduate/engineering/engineering-engineering-mr/)
- Engineering (MR): Aerospace Engineering Concentration (http://catalog.ncsu.edu/graduate/engineering/engineering-engineering-mr-aerospace-engineering-concentration/)
- Engineering (MR): Chemical Engineering Concentration (http://catalog.ncsu.edu/graduate/engineering/engineering-engineering-mr-chemical-engineering-concentration/)
- Engineering (MR): Computer Engineering Concentration (http://catalog.ncsu.edu/graduate/engineering/engineering-engineering-mr-computer-engineering-concentration/)
- Engineering (MR): Computer Science Concentration (http://catalog.ncsu.edu/graduate/engineering/engineering-engineering-mr-computer-science-concentration/)
- Engineering (MR): Engineering Management Concentration (http://catalog.ncsu.edu/graduate/engineering/engineering-engineering-mr-engineering-management-concentration/)
- Engineering (MR): Industrial Engineering Concentration (http://catalog.ncsu.edu/graduate/engineering/engineering-engineering-mr-industrial-engineering-concentration/)
- Engineering (MR): Materials Science and Engineering Concentration (http://catalog.ncsu.edu/graduate/engineering/engineering-engineering-mr-materials-science-engineering-concentration/)
- Engineering (MR): Mechanical Engineering Concentration (http://catalog.ncsu.edu/graduate/engineering/engineering-engineering-mr-mechanical-engineering-concentration/)
- Engineering (MR): Nuclear Engineering Concentration (http://catalog.ncsu.edu/graduate/engineering/engineering-engineering-mr-nuclear-engineering-concentration/)
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